NHT Renewable, established by the National Housing Trust in 2014, develops and operates solar systems and energy efficiency assets on affordable housing properties across the country. We are pioneering a portfolio-scale approach to solar installation and energy efficiency that is generating significant revenue streams for affordable housing owners and making energy projects competitive with real estate development.

**Since 2014, NHT Renewable has partnered with other housing owners to...**

---

**Portfolio-Level Solar Approach**

1. Set up company to finance, install, & operate solar on multiple housing properties
2. Sign agreements between solar company and property partnerships to sell power
3. Open solar projects up to new income streams
4. Aggregate multiple smaller solar projects to create economics of scale

*Similar to a traditional 3rd-party Power Purchase Agreement, but housing owner is part of solar ownership structure*

---

**We are not an Energy Company...**

At NHT, first and foremost, we are housing owners and operators. As such, protecting and enhancing housing assets is our primary objective. If developed properly, solar installations and energy efficiency can provide exceptional value to affordable housing owners and their residents. Yet, they come with their challenges. We are here to help housing owners